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Attached are listings of broadcast segments, which in the station’s judgment reflect KYW-TV3’s 

most significant programming treatment of ascertained community issues. 

 

PROGRAM INDEX 

 

KYW-TV Eyewitness News – weekdays, 4:30am – 7:00am; 12 noon-12:30pm; 

4:00pm – 5:00pm; 5:00pm – 6:00pm; 6:00pm - 6:30pm; 11:00pm – 11:35pm; weekends,  

Saturday, 5:00am – 7:00am; 6:00pm –6:30pm; 11:00pm – 11:35pm; and  

Sundays, 6:00am – 9am; 6:30pm – 7:00pm and 11:00pm – 11:35pm, regularly scheduled news 

broadcasts focusing on current issues. 

 

 

BUSINESS/ECONOMY/CONSUMER –  

1/3 - A group of Delta Air Lines employees says uniforms provided by Lands' End made them 

sick, and now they're taking the company to court; 1/11- Wawa just opened its smallest shop in 

Philadelphia at 16th and Ranstead Streets; 1/15- In the past, doctors and lawyers were thought to 

have the best jobs, but a new survey by Glassdoor finds that half of the top 20 jobs in America are 

related to technology; 1/20- Thousands of strollers sold at Target and Amazon are being recalled; 

1/23- Amazon Prime is now offering its grocery delivery service, Amazon Fresh, for free to Prime 

members in cities worldwide; 2/3- Early numbers from Atlantic City casinos and New Jersey race 

tracks show people bet more than $54 million on the Super Bowl; 2/9- Infantino is recalling 14,000 

of its baby carriers because of safety concerns; 2/16- Philadelphia’s brand new e-sports team, 

Philadelphia Fusion, hosted its first-ever home match at The Met; 2/24- A new web app, Making 

Authentic Friendships, is making it easier for people with special needs to make a new connection 

and find friends in their city; 2/27- Because of coronavirus fears, stocks are having the worst week 

since the financial crisis in 2008; 3/2- Another protest is planned in South Philadelphia to keep the 

nation’s first supervised injection site out of the city; 3/5- Dunkin Donuts is running a special 

promotion, “Free Donut Friday,” exclusively for D.D. Perks members for the month of March; 

3/10- The Palm has abruptly closed its Center City location; 3/22- Governor Phil Murphy has 

ordered everyone in the Garden State to stay home and has closed all non-essential retailers; 3/26- 

Nationally, the number of Americans filing for unemployment surged to 3.28 million last week. 

 

CULTURE –  

 

1/1- A group of West Virginia cadets, who appeared in a group photo performing an alleged Nazi 

salute, have been terminated; 1/8- In a stunning move, Britain’s Prince Harry and his wife, 

Meghan, have decided to take a step back as senior members of the Royal Family; 1/14- Bruce 

Springsteen’s son, Sam, has been sworn in as a Jersey City firefighter; 1/22- Items from Frank 



Sinatra’s Chairman Suite in Atlantic City are on the auction block; 1/28- Notable Philadelphia 

landmarks such as the Ben Franklin Bridge, the Wells Fargo Center, and Boathouse Row were 

illuminated in purple to honor the late Kobe Bryant; 2/2- All 77 commercial spots for Super Bowl 

LIV sold out in record time, despite massive price tags at nearly $5.6 million dollars for 30 seconds 

of air time; 2/5- Preparations are already underway for the Penn Relays at Franklin Field; 2/9- 

Richard Fox, the namesake of Temple University's Fox School of Business has died; 2/15- In 

Gloucester County, dozens of couples signed up for a Valentine's night group wedding hosted by 

an Elvis Presley impersonator; 2/22- Hundreds of people took a frigid plunge into the ocean in 

North Wildwood to honor fallen police heroes; 3/1- The Flower Show is underway at the 

Pennsylvania Convention Center; 3/5- Taylor Swift is donating $1 million to help with tornado 

recovery in Tennessee; 3/16- The Academy of Country Music Awards, scheduled for April 5th in 

Las Vegas, is now postponed; 3/24- Joel Embiid is donating half a million dollars to the COVID-

19 relief effort; 3/27- To stay connected to their students, the School of Pennsylvania Ballet is now 

teaching students virtually. 

 

ENVIRONMENT –  

1/3- As deadly wildfires continue to spread, one of the largest evacuations in Australia’s history is 

underway; 1/7- Two dozen people have been arrested in Australia for allegedly setting wildfires; 

1/12- A volcano near the capital of the Philippines erupted, forcing residents to evacuate; 1/14- In 

Puerto Rico, thousands of people remain in shelters after a series of earthquakes; 1/28- A powerful 

7.7 magnitude earthquake struck the Caribbean, between Jamaica and Cuba; 2/2- New concerns 

about asbestos is forcing Philadelphia’s Francis Hopkinson School to close; 2/6- Astronaut 

Christina Koch is back on earth after nearly a year in orbit on the International Space Station; 2/11- 

Torrential rains are finally putting out Australia’s wildfires, after months of deadly devastation; 

2/14- Activists and neighbors are claiming victory now that the sale of the Philadelphia Energy 

Solutions Refinery is complete; 2/16- Hundreds are evacuating as Jackson, Mississippi is bracing 

for potentially catastrophic flooding; 3/3- Indonesia’s most active volcano is erupting, spewing 

sand and gas into the air; 3/3- The death toll from the tornadoes in Tennessee just climbed to at 

least 25 people; 3/4- In Radnor, PA, authorities found a dead alligator gar fish and are warning 

people not to ditch their pets in parks; 3/9- People can see a special Supermoon known as a Worm 

Moon tonight. 

 

GOVERNMENT –  

1/1- Recreational marijuana officially became legal today in Illinois, making it the eleventh U.S. 

state to legalize it; 1/6- Tensions continue to escalate between the U.S. and Iran over the killing of 

a top Iranian general; 1/13- New Jersey lawmakers passed a ban on flavored vaping products; 1/21- 

As Puerto Rico recovers from recent earthquakes, Governor Phil Murphy is sending New Jersey 

State Troopers to help with the recovery efforts; 1/30- Philadelphia will now be known as the City 

of Sisterly Love, at least until the end of 2020; 2/3- Vice President Mike Pence will be in 

Philadelphia to recognize School Choice Week; 2/9- Pennsylvania Governor Tom Wolf has 

proposed a debt relief plan for students as part of his 2020 budget address; 2/11- President Trump 

wants to put astronauts back on the moon by 2024, and his administration is seeking billions of 

dollars to get it done; 2/18- Former Illinois Governor Rod Blagojevich is out of prison tonight, 

after President Trump commuted his 14-year sentence; 2/26- President Trump is on his way home 



after wrapping up his official state visit to India; 3/1- Tom Steyer has backed out of the presidential 

race; 3/5- The New Jersey Senate has passed a bill to ban single-use plastics; 3/11- Presidential 

hopeful Bernie Sanders is opening a campaign office in Philadelphia; 3/12- SEPTA unveiled a 

new fare structure, which includes the end of the dollar transfer charge for key card users; 3/25- 

Senate and White House negotiators have reached a deal on a COVID-19 rescue package. 

 

HEALTH –  

1/1- A mother in Iowa is warning people about a face mask after she says her step-daughter was 

burned by the popular, beauty product; 1/6- Federal health officials are warning that the influenza 

virus is active in most of the country, and at least 2,900 people have died; 1/14- The main strain 

of flu that’s circulating doesn't exactly match what’s in this year’s flu shot; 1/20- A dangerous 

virus, coronavirus, is spreading rapidly in China and U.S. officials are worried it will come here; 

1/24- There are now two confirmed cases of coronavirus in the Chicago area; 2/2- The coronavirus 

continues to spread in places all over the world; 2/6- Health officials say there are now more than 

28,000 confirmed cases of coronavirus, and the death toll has surpassed 500 worldwide; 2/12- 

Mercy Hospital in West Philadelphia is planning to close its inpatient facility; 2/20- A middle 

school student in Hamilton Township, New Jersey has been diagnosed with mumps; 2/26- The 

number of confirmed coronavirus cases in the United States has now risen to 60; 3/1- The 

coronavirus outbreak in Italy is forcing Temple University to close its campus in Rome; 3/4- State 

health officials in Delaware are investigating a mumps outbreak; 3/10- Officials announced the 

first New Jersey death related to the coronavirus outbreak; 3/16- Italy remains on lockdown to 

prevent the spread of COVID-19, and a local couple from Montgomery County is stuck there; 

3/22- When it comes to critical care supplies, health care workers are reporting severe shortages. 

 

PUBLIC SAFETY – 

1/1- Investigators in Florida are trying to figure out how a road sign ended up flying through the 

rear window of a Corvette; 1/6- A 12-year-old girl is in the hospital after she was hit by another 

vehicle while crossing the street to get on her school bus; 1/11- Delaware County still has not 

identified the source of strange odors that come and go seemingly at random; 1/17- An avalanche 

at a ski resort near Lake Tahoe has killed one person and seriously injured another; 1/22- A local 

father says Gritty, the beloved mascot of the Philadelphia Flyers, assaulted his son during a meet 

and greet; 2/2- A woman has been rushed to the hospital after police say she was stabbed multiple 

times in Bethlehem; 2/6- Officials say two rail workers were killed and at least 27 others injured 

when a high-speed train went off the rails in Italy; 2/15- The cause of a fire that killed 15 children 

at an orphanage in Haiti is still not clear; 2/18- Following a crash that injured a 12-year-old girl, 

Bensalem Police are cracking down on drivers who pass stopped school buses; 2/23- A 

Pennsylvania dog mom is happy to have her poodle back, after it was snatched by a hawk and 

carried off; 3/1- An anonymous tip has led to a new search for Dulce Alavez in Ohio; 3/6- 

Investigators are searching for the cause of this building fire in Chinatown; 3/18- For the time 

being, non-violent criminals who are arrested in Philadelphia will not be immediately processed; 

3/24- Gun sales are soaring across the Delaware Valley during the pandemic; 3/30- The growing 

coronavirus numbers have prompted President Trump to extend federal social distancing 

guidelines through the end of April. 


